It was proved by Komatsu that both Roumieu and Beurling ultradistributions can be locally expressed in the form P(D)f, wherefis a continuous function and P is a differential operator of infinite order. We prove here a more general result (valid for ultradistributions taking values in arbitrary normed spaces, not necessarily reflexive) based on an elementary probabilistic construction. Several extensions (to more general range spaces) are indicated.
INTRODUCTION
Let R be a domain in m-dimensional Euclidean space lRm. It is well known that every Schwartz distribution UE P(G) can be expressed locally as a finite sum of partial derivatives of continuous functions. This can be proved in (at least) two ways. One of them, denoted by (a) in the sequel, makes use of the Hahn-Banach theorem and of the representation of linear functionals in some space like Q or Lz and can be found in [24, p. 931 . The second, denoted by (b), is based in decomposition of the Dirac 6 measure as a sum of derivatives of sufftciently differentiable functions with compact support [25, p. 861 . Of these two proofs, (b) extends easily to vector valued distributions U E @'(a; E) under adequate conditions on the locally convex space E, for instance, if E is a normed space (see [25] ), while (a) has no such extension.
The classes of ultradistributions introduced by Roumieu in [22] and Beurling in [2] admit structure theorems generalizing those for Schwartz distributions: an ultradistribution U can be written in the form U=c Oaf,.
(1.1)
Here a = (a, ,..., a,) is a multi-index of nonnegative integers, D" = 07 ' D"," with Di = a/ati and the f, are measures or continuous functions restricted in various senses (see Section 7) . Another representation of ultradistributions more convenient in some respects has been given not long ago by Komatsu in [ 121: it is proved there that any ultradistribution U can be (locally) written in the form U = J'(D)f, (1.2) where f is continuous and P(D) is an infinite product of differential factors of the form (1 + ak DJ. The proof of this result is based on duality arguments not unlike those used in (a) and thus does not lend itself to extension to vector valued ultradistributions; the same comment applies to proofs of the earlier representation (1.1) given by Roumieu [22] . In fact, the use of duality in structure theorems seems to be at least one reason why vector valued ultradistributions are introduced by Lions and Magenes in [ 151 (see also [ 16-18 1) not as linear continuous operators on scalar valued test functions (which would be in accordance with the general scheme of Schwartz in but in an ad hoc way as linear continuous functionals on spaces of vector valued test functions. Moreover, this way of introducing ultradistributions requires them to take values in a reflexive space E, which is a serious restriction. We present in this note a rather elementary proof of the Komatsu structure theorem which is based in (b) rather than (a) and accordingly works for vector valued ultradistributions under adequate restrictions on the space E. Slight modifications of the arguments involved produce proofs of the additive structure theorem (1.1). Those theorems neither contain nor are contained in existing results (see again [ 181); although we require no reflexivity on the space E, our methods are in practice restricted to Frechet spaces in the case of Roumieu ultradistributions and to (CZX) spaces for Beurling ultradistributions. Another plus is the elementary character of the treatment; in fact, the use of the theory of linear topological spaces is totally unessential and could be almost entirely avoided in the style of [9-lo] . The arguments are based on the construction of a fundamental solution for the operator P(D), that is, a solution of P(D)x = 6. This construction (see Section 3) is formally probabilistic in nature and based on the equality E(X,+.'.+X,)=E(X,)+. +E(X,) (1.3) valid for independent random variables with finite expectation. Since no theory of ultradistributions is used beyond the definitions we have tried to make this paper reasonably self contained, including definitions of vector valued Roumieu and Beurling ultradistributions in Section 2. The structure theorems for both classes are in Sections 4 and 5. We examine in Section 6 some generalizations and applications. Representations of the form (1.1) are examined in Section 7. Finally, further applications are in Section 8.
ROUMIEU AND BEURLING ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS
Following the general scheme of Schwartz ([25, 261) ultradistributions will be defined as continuous linear operators in spaces of scalar test functions rather than as linear functionals in spaces of vector valued test functions like in [ 15 ] or [ 18 ] . All spaces of test functions in this and following sections will be of the form (2.1) where 8, c @? c is a sequence of Banach (or, more generally, Frechet) spaces such that the inclusion maps @,, + g,,, , are continuous. The space &? is given the inductive limit topology, that is, the weakest locally convex topology making all inclusions %?,, + g continuous: a convex, balanced set V in B is a neighborhood of zero in g if and only if V n g,, is a neighborhood of zero in g,, for all n. A linear operator II: B -+ E, E a locally convex space, is continuous if and only if its restriction to each g,, is continuous. (For this and other results see [5, 8, 131 .) Convergence of generalized sequences (nets) in g is not trivially described, but that of sequences is, at least under additional assumptions. Let one of the following conditions hold: (a) Each GT, is a Banach space and the injection G, + g,,, , is compact, or (b) Each g,, is closed in Q,,+ , and inherits its topology from g,, + , .
Then a sequence {u, 1 c g converges to zero if and only if it is contained in some @n and converges to zero there (see [27, 291 for (a) and [5, 131 for (b) ). Since a set X in any linear topological space is bounded if and only if E~u~-'O for any sequence (uJ in .X and any numerical sequence { .Q} converging to zero, it follows that Xc g is bounded if and only if it is contained in some g,, and it is bounded there. Given two linear topological spaces E, F we denote by (E; F) the space of all linear continuous operators from E into F endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E (see [5, 8] . All spaces of distributions and ultradistributions will be of the form (9; E) for diverse spaces of test functions D.
Let d = {M, ; n > O] be a sequence of positive numbers, K a compact subset in iR". Given L > 0 we denote by O(K,A, L) the linear space of all complex valued functions rp = p(t) (t = (t , ,..,, t,,,)) defined and infinitely differentiable in IR", with support in K, and such that for some constant C > 0 (depending in general on rp). Here a = (a, ,..., a,) is an m-vector of nonnegative integers, ] a] = a, + + a,, and "a" is understood coordinatewise. We shall henceforth assume that the sequence M is logarirhmicaliy convex: [ 191 or [21] ). The norm (2.6) (the supremum taken over all t E K and a > 0) makes CS(K, Vx; L) a Banach space. If LJ is an arbitrary domain in I?", let {Lk} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to infinity, (Kj} an increasing sequence of compact sets with lJ Kj = f2. Then @(K,, A, L,,) G G(K,!,J, LkS) if j <j', k < k', the injection being obviously continuous. It can be shown [ 18, p. We define next the Beurling ultradistributions following [ 181 (see also [2, 3] ). The assumptions on .,4' are again (2.3) and (2.5). For K CR compact let In fact, it follows from (2.11) that C (N,/M,)c" converges for all c so that
is given the (locally convex) topology generated by the family of has dense image, where J#'^ is a sequence satisfying (2.11). Since the inclusions are continuous, Lz'(fl, -4; E) c 9(Q, -e; E) s a'(f2, -4"; E), these inclusions are also continuous.
(2.18)
CONSTRUCTION OF THE REPRESENTING FUNCTION
We denote by {v, ; n > 1 } a sequence of positive numbers satisfying
Consider the probability densities x,(t) = rnePr'"' t > 0, x,(t) = 0 for t < 0. where * indicates convolution. We have xmn(t) = 0 for t < 0, x,,(t) > 0 for t > 0; moreover, Ilxmnll, = 1, llXm,Ilm c Ilxmllm = "rn? (3.3) where I/ JIz, indicates the Lp norm in (-co, 00). We prove (1.3) for the random variables having densities x,, ,..., xn :
Write t = (t -t,) + (t, -t,) + ... + (tnmm-, -t,-,) + t,+,, divide the integral accordingly and apply the Fubini theorem to each integral. The result is (3.5) so that, by Chebyshev's inequality, if 6 > 0, (3.6) as m, n + co. We observe next that x1* is continuous,... xln is (n -2) times continuously differentiable; the sucessive derivatives can be calculated on the basis of the formula xi = v,6 -VJ,, :
Xln=X;*xXz*'..*Xn =V*X2*X,*"'*X,-V,X,*XZ*"'*Xn, We split the interval of integration at t + 6 and use the first equality (3.3), (3.6) and which follows from (3.9). On the basis of this inequality and (3.6) it is easy to show that all sequences (#A; n >j + 2) are Cauchy in the norm of uniform convergence in -a~ < t ( co, hence {x,,} converges uniformly together with all its derivatives to an infinitely differentiable function xc ,) with support in t > 0 whose succesive derivates must obey (3.9). Also, by virtue of Fatou's theorem, (Jx~,, II < 1. To show that xc ,, is itself a probability distribution it sufftces to observe that the Fourier transform of x,~ is (3.11) When n+co, by virtue of (3.1) (see [4, p. 181) 2," converges to a continuous function, and it follows from the well known Continuity Theorem for sequences of random variables (see [7, p. 5081 ) that x is a probability density, i.e., Ilxc,,l], = 1.
Entirely similar manipulations with the sequence (x,,, ; n > 1) show that X wT;h converges pointwise to an infinitely differentiable probability density x~,,,, support in t > 0. It follows from (3.5) and another application of Fatou's theorem that If we set IJ, = n-'q,, and take L > 0 then I)wllK,r < II vII~,~" = n-' as soon as L > L,; consequently, vn -+ 0 in g(K, A), whereas II V(w,)() > n, absurd. If (4.6) does not hold independently of U in a bounded set P there exists a sequence {U,} c P and a sequence {(p,) E 9(K,M) such that (4.7) holds for U,, instead of U. Since U is bounded, n-'U,,(w,) must tend to zero, a contradiction.
Let K be any compact set contained in Q, E > 0 so small that K, = (t, dist(t, K) < E} c Q, L the constant provided by U and K, by Lemma 4. I, ~7 an arbitrary function in B(K, A, L). Let r be a nonnegative function in A?(R"',M) with integral 1, r,,(t) = n"&nt); then p * &, E 9(K,,d for n large enough. On the other hand, p * <, + v, in G?(K,,M, L), hence we can use (4.6) to extend U to a continuous operator in g(K,M, L), which we denote by the same symbol. We take now L / -= -4: with cL,B < L/2 (B > 1 the constant in (2.16)) and x = x(A^) and denote by q an arbitrary function in /S(K,,.AY). Using (2.15), (2.16) and the fact that ~1 E a(K,,M, L/2) we see that for any t E R" the function x(t -f) q(f) and its first t-partials D:x(r -f) v(s^) belong to a(K,,J, L) and rl(f)ll,~,,~ IlGdt -3 ~l(%~., < C (1 < i < m), (4.8) where is uniformly (Lipschitz) continuous in IR"'. To see this we only have to observe that, by the mean value theorem,
and estimate the derivatives using (4.8). We apply these arguments in D, a bounded open subset of R with closure K contained in a, and take q such that q(t) = 1 for f E K. Consider the function The fact that the function "inside U" belongs to G(Q,Yn; L) is obvious. To justify (4.12) we observe that if C a)(t,J x(tk -s) Af is a Riemann sum approximating the corresponding integral, then
Hence we only have to show that
To do this we apply a differential monomial D" to both the 58Oi39.'3-8
Riemann sum and the integral and note that the difference between the resulting sum and integral can be estimated by a constant times max Icp(t') D"x(t' -S) -q(t) D"x(t -s)l the maximum taken for s unrestricted and t, I' in the same subdivision of the corresponding partition. An estimate not unlike (4.10) then shows that (4.12) holds, and we obtain as an immediate consequence that
We show finally that The difference between bars is estimated much in the same way as similar differences were before: making use of (4.15) we see that for every L > 0 there exists a constant C independent of a and 9 such that Given now E > 0 we divide the domain of integration in (4.17) into the square (ri( < 6 and its complement. In the first we use (4.18) with 6 sufficiently small and bound the integral by cL'"'M,,,/2 independently of cx; in the second we take (3.6) into account with a sufficiently large and use (4.15) obtaining a similar bound. All estimates being independent of 9, E) the functions { frS,a,; U E .%) are uniformly bounded in R" for any R' as described above.
The statement about bounded sets of distributions follows readily from the second part of Lemma 4.1.
We look next to the question of whether the operator P(D,, I ') can be applied to an arbitrary smooth function (or, more generally, to an ultradistribution), the result being an ultradistribution. To find an adequate answer, careful estimations of the Taylor coefticients c,,~(% I ') of P,([,. I ') will have to be made: these will be obtained by comparison with the corresponding Taylor coefficients of Pn([,A).
We follow closely Komatsu 1121. Define The function q is the distribution function of the sequence (p,,; n > 1 }: in other words, a@) is the number of elements of {p,} in the interval [ Making then use of (4.23) it follows that (4.26) Retracing the steps leading to (4.26) we see that finiteness of the integral on the extreme left is equivalent to (4.25) and thus to (2.5).
In order to obtain additional information on the function 8, some of the assumptions on J will have to be reinforced. To begin with, we postulate the existence of an H > 0 such that M, < H"+"Mjkl+j (0 <j < n, n > 1). Also, the non-quasi-analiticity condition (2.5) will be strenghtened to:
2 M,-JM, < QnKPL. Obviously, the partial products Pa([) satisfy the same bound. We estimate now the Taylor coeffkients c,.~ of P,(c): (4.35) where p' = Cp, + l,..., p, + 1 ), SO that (a 2 0, 0 < P < a), (4.36) where the diverse constants are, of course, independent of both a and /I; when Ial+ m, c rr.4+cB. 38) . Continuity of the operator P is best proved as follows. Let {U,) be a generalized sequence convergent to zero in 9'(a,.M; E) (i.e., such that U,(q) -P 0 uniformly for rp in any bounded set X c s(Q, M)). Since we only have to show that the set {P,(-D,J'Jp; rp E X, cz > 0) is bounded in .%'(fl,M). This is easily done using (4.36) and (4.39) and we omit the details.
THE STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR ROUMIEU ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS
As in the previous section, the key ingredient here is a result establishing (somewhat in the style of Lemma 4) that a given U E G'(R,&, E) can be, at least locally, "extended beyond its domain of definition." This result (due to Komatsu) turns out to be considerably subtler in the present situation and we summarize its main points. Let K be a compact subset of a, E > 0 so wherefrom the second inequality (5.3) results through repeated use of (2.16). This inequality will be needed in the slightly more general situation where rp is a smooth L2 function having a finite I( 112 norm; the proof is the same (the norm II JIL is defined in the same way, but the supremum is taken in R"' instead of K). Note, incidentally that the starred norms can be used instead of the unstarred ones to define the topology of Q(0,x). Let {Sj} be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers with 6, = 1. Komatsu [ 12, pp. 54 and 861 has shown that there exists a second sequence ,b -= {IV,) satisfying (2.3) and increasing faster than M to the extent that M, Nn-, M --+o Nn as n+cc n--l (5.5) and a decomposition 0 < p,, < p, < . . . . p, -+ co of the interval p > 0 such that (5.6) where @ stands in the same relation to ..P" as 0 to A' and rj denotes the characteristic function of the interval pip, < p < pi. Moreover,
and it is a consequence of (5.5) that W) = O(WP)) @+a) where C does not depend on o.
5.1 LEMMA. Let E be a normed space, U E G'(f2, A; E), K a compact subset of R. Then there exists a sequence Jt' satisfying (5.5) (depending on U and K) and two constants C, L > 0 such that II wP>ll < CIl(DIIK.L,.~ ((D E Q(K> -4 L )I, (5.12) where the norm on the right-hand side of (5.12) is that of B(K,M, L). If U belongs to a bounded set in GZ'(f2, J, E) the sequerce N and the constant C can be chosen independently of U. We may of course assume that 6, = 2-'k+ "C-'d, is decreasing (C the constant in (5.11) ). Let (p be an element of G(K,M, L') for some L' > 0. Using the preceding arguments we can find rp, E G@K, ,A, L,) (1 <j<N+ 1) such that
(1 <k<N) (5.14) so that II WP)II < 11~41*. W e ar g ue now with @J as with 0 to obtain the first inequality (5.3) (note that (2.16) was not used). The result is (5.12). Denote by % a bounded set of ultradistributions in GF(Q,J; E). Then @, thought of as a set of linear maps from each g(K,M, L) into E is bounded; it follows that there exist constants d, > 0 such that (5.13) holds for all U E PP and the proof ends like that for the case of a single ultradistribution. in R', the limit understood in the topology of W(52, A; E). If U belongs to a bounded set SY c W(l2, Yn; E) the functions (f,,,. ,; U E %') are uniformly bounded in R" for any s2' as described above.
Proof. It follows closely that of Theorem 4.2. Let A'= {N,,} be the sequence described in (5.5). The representing function is again x = x(-VJ where now A', = (c/V,,}: we take CL, < L/2, where L, is the constant in (4.5) and L is the constant in (5.12). The function q belongs to B(K,,A', L/2) and equals 1 in K. The function f is again defined by (4.10); however, ,t^ (hence JT,) may fail to satisfy (2.16) and our proof that (4.9) is Lipschitz continuous breaks down in the present situation. However, we can easily prove that (4.10) is uniformly continuous as a g(K, , -l, L)-valued function. Todo this we pick L, such that CL, < L, < L/2 and note that lD;x(t' -s) -D"x,(t -s)l < 2c LI"'h4 \ lal as (al+ co (5.16) by (4.5); on the other hand, the quotient on the left-hand side of (5.16) tends to zero uniformly on K,, hence it follows from (2.15) that as t' -t + 0. The justification of (4.12) and of its consequence (4.13) runs along the same lines as in Section 4, as does the proof of (5.15). Details are omitted for this as well as for the statement concerning bounded sets of ultradistributions. Since differential operators of finite order are defined and continuous in g'(R,J, E) we may delete any finite number of factors from (4.1); hence, in view of (5.18) we may assume that v, > E-',u, for E > 0 arbitrarily small. Then, if c,,~,&V) are the coeffkients of the resulting differential operator it follows from (4.36) that
The proof runs then along the same lines as that of Theorem 4.3 and we omit the details.
SOME EXTENSIONS
We point out a few generalizations of the results in Sections 4 and 5: (a) Theorems 4.2 and 5.2. Theorem 4.2 can be generalized to (G?y) spaces [ 13, p. 3921 . In fact, these spaces possess the following property: if X is a Frechet space and the set P c (X, E) is bounded, @ is equibounded, that is, there exists a neighborhood Y of zero in X such that (U(P'); CJE W} is bounded in E [25, p. 621 . Accordingly, Lemma 4.1 admits the following generalization: given any compact set KC f2 and any bounded set P E 9'(Q, M, E), where E is a (9X) space, there exists a constant L > 0 such that is bounded in E. Once Lemma 1 has been established all the U in P can be extended to g(K,A', L) and the proof of Theorem 4.2 runs without major changes. On the other hand, Theorem 4.2 may fail if E is an arbitrary locally conuex space. To see this, we use a classical counterexample of Schwartz [25] [ 14, p. 1601 ) the "uniform" statements in Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 can be generalized as well: if P is an equicontinuous set in CP(QM; E) the constants dj can be chosen in such a way that (6.2) is bounded for cp E PY'; moreover the sequence "4" in Theorem 5.2 can be chosen independently of rp and the functions (fc,q,; U E P / are uniformly bounded in IR"'.
We point out finally that representations of E-valued ultradistributions as ultradifferential operators applied to continuous (actually, infinitely differentiable) functions can be obtained for any linear topological space E, even if E is not locally convex! We indicate how this is done: Roumieu ultradistributions: We take x=x(J).
Using only (2.3), (2.5) and (2.16) it is easy to show that the function (4.9) is an infinitely differentiable GS(s2, &)-valued function; accordingly, the E-valued function defined by (4.11) is infinitely differentiable as well. The basic relation (4.12) is proved just as in Theorem 4.2: a careful examination of the proof reveals that the existence of the limit of the Riemann sums for the integral on the left-hand side follows from the argument, i.e., the function pf is integrable for every cp E G(K,M) (recall that continuous, or even smooth functions are not automatically integrable if E is not locally convex: see [30] ). As a consequence, (4.13) holds for JV =A and (4.20) follows, so that U = P(D, -fV in R'. (6.2) However, the operator P(D,J') is not everywhere defined in g'(f?, M, E) (even if E is locally convex, or even if E = Cc) and the E-valued infinitely differentiable functions f giving rise to elements of CZ'(R,M, E) through (6.2) do not seem easily identifiable, thus the "structure theorem" obtained is somewhat deficient. 
ADDITIVE STRUCTURE THEOREMS FOR BEURLING AND ROUMIEU ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS
A representation of ultradistributions of the type of (1.1) can be easily obtained by "multiplying out" the products (4.20) and (5.15). However, attempts to assemble a global representation (using, of course, partitions of unity) run into geometric difftculties due to the fact that the support off is in general considerably larger than Q'. Accordingly, a preliminary adjustment is necessary. Proof: According to Theorem 4.2 and the estimates (4.36) on the coefficients of the ultradifferential operator P(D, -4') (J'" = J:) a representation (2.2) for CJ satisfying (2.1) can be obtained with fa = a,A however, the supports of the Jh must be pruned. To this end we take a function n E 9'(Q,M) . with support in K, and equal to 1 in K. Then if cp E 9'(l2, 1) we have
We use now the estimates (4.36) for the f,, the fact that n E Q(K,, A, L') with L'L < 1 and the inequality M,,, _ ,,,M,,, < M&M,,, . The result is an inequality of the type (2.1) for the {f, } with a different L. The statement on bounded sets follows from the corresponding assertion in Theorem 4.2.
7.2 THEOREM. Let J, E be as in Theorem 7.1, U E Z~'(J?, &, E). Then there exists a multi-sequence (f,} of E-valued continuous functions defined in R and such that (2.1) holds in every compact subset Kc fl (with C and L depending on K) and (2.2) holds in R. If U belongs to a bounded set 5V E 9'(0,&, E) then the f, can be chosen in such a way that the bound (2.1) is uniform on each compact set K c 0.
Proof: We use a partition of unity ( r,rk t in G?(Q, J') with the following property: there exists a sequence (~~1 of positive numbers such that if K, is the support of qk the sets Kk(ek) are a locally finite covering of 0, i.e., no compact subset Kc f2 meets more than a finite number of the K,(Q) (this can be constructed by standard mollyfying techniques, see [22] or [24] ). Application of Theorem 7.1 to each q&J produces a multisequence (fk.,} with the properties claimed there; it suffices then to set fa = Cfk.0 k and the requirements on the f, are instantly verified. If II belongs to a bounded set P then each set {qkU, U E W} is bounded and we apply again Theorem 7.1.
In view of the comments in the previous sections Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 can be extended to the case where E is a (G3.F) space, the single estimate (2.1) being replaced by estimate in each continuous semi-norm in E, with C and L depending on the semi-norm in question. Also, it is clear that the converse of Theorem 7.2 is true, i.e., an expression like (2.2) with the {f,} satisfying (2.1) defines an element of s'(f2, M, E).
The corresponding theorems for Roumieu ultradistributions are entirely similar: the only difference is that the estimate (2.1) holds now for all L > 0 (with C depending of course on L) in all of R" for U with compact support, in each compact Kc R' in the general case, with C depending on K and L. The converse of both theorems is of course true. In relation to Theorem 7.1 we point out that the functions f, cannot in general be taken with support in K (see 1221).
SUPPORTS. GEVREY ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS
Although the representation (4.20) for ultradistributions is more "economical" than (7.2)-only one function is used-the latter has a double advantage: it is global (although the estimates (7.1) are not) and the supports of the f, are close to the support of U at least when the supp U is compact.
(A similar situation arises in Schwartz distributions: roughly, (4.20) corresponds to expressing a distribution as a derivative of sufficiently high order of a single function, with similar effects on the support; see [25, p. 87 ] while (7.2) is the analogue of a finite sum of derivatives of continuous functions. However, it would still be desirable to refine (4.20) in such a way that if U has support in, say, a convex cone then f has support in the same cone; of course this will entail use of ultradifferential operators of more general form than P(D,M). This problem has a trivial solution when m = 1, where convex cones are either II? or a half-line or when m = 2, where convex cones are R*, half-planes, half-lines or sectors between two lines, which can be transformed linearly into IR: . The case m > 3 is less clear.
We point out finally that the sequences J apparently more important in applications are the Gevrey sequences Af=g= ((n!)"} (l<s<co)
or their equivalents p', = (P} (it follows easily from Stirling's formula that q and g give rise to the same classes of test functions, hence to the same ultradistributions). Fortunately, these sequences fit comfortably into the preceding treatment, that is, they satify (2.3), (4.27) and (4.29). The first condition follows from convexity of log T(x + 1)' = s log I'(x + 1). The second results (for any H > 1) from the inequality n! < 2nj! (n-j)! As for the third,
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